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Please include:

1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: LR Communications, Inc. d.b.a. Mutual TeleCommunications (MTC) is a wholly owned subsidiary of a local Kansas Cooperative, Mutual Telephone Company, who has been in business for 117 years.  LR Communications, Inc. has been building and operating fiber optic networks for the last 22 years and is applying for Capital Project funding in order to connect more Kansas homes and business in rural areas that are unserved without wire-line facilities.  Our focus is to expand digital connectivity to enable remote work, education and health monitoring to all that need it in our proposed areas.  With this funding, MTC will build a robust underground fiber optic network to every home and business that will deliver speed packages up to 1000mbps download by 1000mbps upload immediately with scalability to 10 Gigabit download and upload to every subscriber.  With our Cooperative roots and as the letters of support indicate, MTC has proven our focus is to serve these rural customers and communities alike.     
	2: LR Communications, Inc. d.b.a. Mutual TeleCommunications (MTC) proposes to build 400 miles of fiber optic broadband service to 887 locations including, anchor institutions, numerous farming and ranching operations, homes, businesses and other critical operations that are crucial to the economic viability of Rice County. We will build fiber optic broadband service to every location within the city of Alden, KS as well as all rural areas in Rice County that are considered unserved.  With all areas proposed considered unserved, these areas are in critical need of access to high speed broadband and are currently at a severe disadvantage compared to other areas with sufficient access.  Supporting Partners include Rice County Commissioners, Rice County Economic developer, City of Alden, Rice County Public Works, Rice County Foundation, Community Centers, Fire Departments, Ag Centers and numerous letters of support from all over Rice County and Alden.
	3: Goals of the project are to connect all unserved locations in the proposed area and continue to be their local provider of choice longterm.  Our Goal is to maximize American Tax payers money by building once a robust fiber network that supports scalable technology well into the future to enable us to continue to serve these rural unserved areas for decades to come with the technology they deserve today while supporting a network that will handle future technologies not yet developed and enabling the network to be expanded upon to further connect unserved areas if needed.  The Alden Community and rural Rice County customers have supported our efforts for many years.  We have more recently applied for a NTIA grant but unfortunately wasn't chosen as their goal is to pass as many locations for the least amount of money and that approach does not work in these more rural areas where it is costly to build the last mile.  
	4: LR Communications, Inc. d.b.a. Mutual TeleCommunications (MTC) proposes to build fiber optic to the premise and serve customers using CALIX Fiber access gear with 10 gig capable access gear via XGSPON technology with 10 gig capable customer premise equipment to ensure the deployment is scalable well into the future.  The proposal is to immediately provide customers with fiber fed broadband service that is capable of providing speeds up to 1000mbps download by 1000mbps upload as soon as they are connected yet scalable to meet customers demands longterm.  The customers that have any type of access today are on fixed wireless, satellite or out dated DSL copper line services that are not able to meet their needs currently.   Our proposal includes connecting a total of 887 premise locations, of those we will connect 7 anchor institutes, 80 businesses and 800 remaining residential recipients. 
	5: The short term benefit is immediately enabling remote work, education and healthcare monitoring. The COVID-19 pandemic demanded this from these rural Kansas areas but the digital infrastructure wasn't in place to handle the needs, leaving a heighten threat to the public, individuals and their families by not having the proper connectivity in place. The Pandemic forced many to quit their jobs to take care of their children or employer's were forced out of business but just as important people had to quit their jobs because they lacked adequate internet access at their homes to work remotely when it was required.  We want to eliminate the vacuum that this pandemic has created and enable all the locations in our proposed area to have the proper access.  We continue to see remote work, education, and health monitoring needs continue to increase and the demand now is as strong as its ever been.  The long-term benefit is having access to a robust connection that is scalable to meet long-term demands supported and serviced via a local provider that has their best interest as a primary focus.     


